The ATLAS experiment measures yields of isolated photons and of Z and W bosons via leptonic decay modes in Pb+Pb collisions at √ s NN =2.76 TeV. The data samples used in the analysis were obtained in the year 2010 and year 2011 LHC runs and correspond to 5 µb −1 and 0.15 nb −1 of integrated luminosity respectively. The measured yields of all bosons are consistent with the scaling proportional to the number of nucleon-nucleon collisions. The transverse momentum distributions are measured for isolated photons and for Z bosons for different centrality bins. The shapes of measured distributions do not change with centrality. The transverse momentum and rapidity distributions of Z bosons are consistent in shape with Pythia model.
Introduction

1
The study of the heavy ion (HI) collisions carried out by the experiments at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider 2 (RHIC) at BNL, and the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN, demonstrated that the hot and dense matter produced 3 in the interactions of heavy nuclei at high energy imposes a significant energy loss on the energetic color charge car-4 riers penetrating such a medium [1] . An understanding of this phenomenon requires measuring the initial production 5 rates of the particles in HI collisions before they lose energy. The best candidates to perform such measurements 6 are particles which do not interact via the strong force, such as W, Z bosons and photons. The PHENIX experi-signals on both sides and a track in the ID system. In offline analysis all events were required to have an event vertex 48 reconstructed by the ID tracking system and also an MBTS timing signal coincidence |∆t| < 3 ns. The total number 
Event centrality
53
In HI collisions, "centrality" reflects the overlap volume of the two colliding nuclei, controlled by the impact 54 parameter. That overlap volume is closely related to the average number of participants, N part , the nucleons which 55 scatter inelastically in each nuclear collision and the number of binary collisions, N coll , between the nucleons of the 56 colliding nuclei.
57
The Pb+Pb collision centrality is measured using the sum of transverse energy ( E T ) deposited in the Forward 58 Calorimeter (FCal) over the pseudorapidity range 3.1 < |η| < 4.9 calibrated at the electromagnetic energy scale [12] .
59
The fraction of events with more than one collision in the 2010 run was negligibly small, and in the 2011 run it was 60 estimated not to exceed 0.05% independent of centrality except for the very central collisions. A cut on the FCal 61 energy of E T <3.8 TeV was applied to prevent pileup contamination in the analyzed data.
62
1 The ATLAS reference system is a Cartesian right-handed coordinate system, with the nominal collision point at the origin. The anticlockwise beam direction defines the positive z-axis, while the positive x-axis is defined as pointing from the collision point to the center of the LHC ring and the positive y-axis points upwards. The azimuthal angle φ is measured around the beam axis, and the polar angle θ is measured with respect to the z-axis. Pseudorapidity is defined as η = − ln(tan(θ/2)).
Reconstruction of the W bosons
63
Measurement of the W bosons is based on reconstruction of inclusive muon spectrum. Measurements of the muon 64 trajectories from both the ID and MS are combined, resulting in a relative momentum resolution ranging from about 65 2% at low momentum up to about 3% at transverse momentum (p T ) about 50 GeV. Muon tracks are required to have 66 at least two hits in the Pixel detector, one of them in the first layer, and six or more hits in the SCT. To improve on 67 the match of the muon spectrometer track and the inner detector the momentum measured in the muon spectrometer 68 must be within 50% of the corresponding measurement in the ID. Left panel of Fig. 1 shows the uncorrected muon 69 spectrum obtained in all events in the 2010 run [12] .
70
[GeV] cc → µ + X and bb → µ + X decays in p + p simulations and described in [5] .
75
For the present analysis, only muons with p T > 7 GeV are considered, and also muon pairs forming the invariant 76 mass m µµ > 66 GeV are removed from the analysis of the W decays to reduce the background coming from Z. After 77 applying cuts, the total number of W ± candidates extracted from the event sample by fitting the templates is 399 +36 −38 . In order to reconstruct photons and electrons in the context of a heavy ion collision, the large background from 84 the underlying event (UE) is subtracted from each event. This is performed in the same way as in the heavy ion jet 85 reconstruction, explained in detail in Ref. [13] . The UE subtraction takes into account the average energy density in 86 the calorimeter modulated by the flow effects in the regions excluding jet candidates.
87
As described in Ref.
[14], after applying the shower shape cuts, but before applying isolation cuts there are 6435 simulation. An isolation cut of 6 GeV was used in the analysis. The absolute energy scale of the photons derived from 97 the Pythia events embedded into Hijing UE is withing 1.5% of the generated value. The energy resolution is better 98 than 3% in the most central collisions.
99
The photon yields are extracted using the double sideband technique which divides photon candidates according 100 to their quality and isolation energy as described in [14] . This technique provides an accurate estimation of residual 101 background in the isolated photon sample and signal leakage in the background region. The Z bosons are reconstructed via µµ and ee decay channels. A data sample for this study was collected by the 104 ATLAS three-level trigger system [15] which selected events with high-p T muon and electron candidates in 2011 data 105 sample.
106
High-p T muon candidates were selected using all three levels of the ATLAS trigger system. The L1 muon trigger Electron candidates are reconstructed at L1 requiring E T to exceed 14 GeV. The UE subtraction is performed for 124 photon clusters in the same way as for the photon candidates.
For the Z → ee analysis, electron candidates are formed using the standard ATLAS reconstruction algorithm, 126 requiring the matching of an ID track to a LAr cluster. Electron selection is limited to |η| < 2.5 and both electrons 127 are required to have E T >20 GeV. The standard electron identification cuts [17] used in the p + p environment are not 128 suited to the Pb+Pb environment due to the amount of energy from the underlying event deposited in the calorimeter.
129
To address this, a different set of cuts was developed to accommodate the modification of the calorimeter variables 130 by the presence of the underlying event. The electron identification cuts used were based on the energy balance 131 between the track and EM cluster (E/p) and shower shape variables. Since almost all electrons with E T >20 GeV are 132 reconstructed as jets by the heavy-ion anti-k t R=0.2 jet finding algorithm [13] , a further cut was made requiring that 133 the E T of the electron be at least 53% of the jet E T .
134
For the Z → ee analysis all electrons found in triggered events were paired with each other, requiring that at least 
Corrections and uncertainties
140
The W boson is measured using the MB event sample, for the measurement of Z boson and isolated photons,
141
measured with triggered sample, correction for finite efficiency of the trigger system is applied as explained in sec. 3.5.
142
In Z → ee channel and in the measurement of isolated photons these corrections are significantly smaller than 1%.
143
Reconstruction and identification efficiency of Z bosons was evaluated using 7 × 10 5 Z → ee events and 5.3 × 10 
147
The Z boson distributions are corrected for the losses due to detector acceptance and analysis cuts in the bins of 148 p T , η and centrality. The correction is larger for the Z → ee channel, as the electron losses are higher. At the very 149 edge of the acceptance region the Z → ee reconstruction efficiency drops to 10% from more than 50% at midrapidity.
150
The corresponding numbers for the Z → µµ measurements are 45% and 70% respectively.
151
The main source of systematic uncertainties in the measurement of isolated photons are the photon quality cuts 
Results
158
The fully corrected p T distribution of isolated photons measured by the ATLAS experiment is shown in the left 
166
In each decay channel, the correction factor is applied and the background, estimated by the same-sign charged 167 pairs, is subtracted. The two decay channel measurements are then combined with weights set by their respective 168 uncertainties. The fully corrected p Z T distribution for the Z boson is shown in Fig. 3 . The data distributions plotted in
169
(0-80)% centrality agree in shape with the Pythia simulations of Z boson production in p + p collisions.
170
The nuclear modification factor, R PC , normalized to the statistically-robust central collisions bin can be defined as: : Left: centrality dependence of Z boson yields divided by N coll , measured in |y Z | < 2.5. Results for ee (upward pointing triangles) and µµ (downward pointing triangles) channels are shifted left and right respectively (for visibility) from their weighted average (diamonds) which is plotted at the nominal N part value from Ref.
[11]. The statistical (bars) and systematic (shaded bands) uncertainties are calculated using the appropriately weighted average of the two contributing sources. Brackets show the combined uncertainty including the uncertainty on N coll . The dashed lines are constant fits to the combined results. Right: centrality dependence of the photon yield per event in each p T bin, scaled by the average nuclear thickness function T AA for that centrality interval from Ref. [14] . The horizontal axis is the average number of participants N part for each selected centrality interval. Statistical errors are shown by the error bars. Systematic uncertainties on the photon yields are combined and shown by the yellow bands.
